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NASA Around the Country
Supporting NASA’s mission with unique engineering expertise.
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Kennedy Space Center




















































in the Huntsville –
Madison County area 
6,000 employees




4 core product lines 
supported by more than 
125 unique and 
specialized facilities
Part of an Aerospace/Defense/Commercial Technical Community
• Redstone Arsenal – home to 18 primary Federal organizations
• Cummings Research Park – 2nd largest in U.S. and 4th largest  in the world 























Center Director: Patrick Scheuermann
Deputy Center Director: Teresa Vanhooser
Associate Center Director: Robin Henderson 
Associate Center Director Technical:  Dale Thomas 
Senior Executive for Technology & Integration: Jim Reuter
Chief Technologist: Andrew Keys
Marshall Mission Areas
Understanding Our 
World and Beyond  









Space Transportation & Launch Systems
Marshall’s Portfolio Across Mission Areas
America’s Human Spaceflight Architecture
Commercial support for ISS in 
low-Earth orbit
SLS for reaching new destinations 
beyond low-Earth orbit
Ensuring our nation can send humans beyond 
Earth and into deep space. 
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Traveling To and Through Space
Marshall is leading our nation’s propulsion capabilities. 
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Space Launch System (SLS) 
America’s next human-rated heavy-lift rocket –
safe, affordable, and sustainable for beyond Earth 
orbit exploration
Commercial Spaceflight 
Partnering for success –
sharing facilities and expertise
Research for the Future 






for Nuclear Fuel 
Prototypes
Testing J2-X Upper 
Stage Engine







Living and Working in Space
Supporting Life in Space
 International Space Station
− Continual human presence since 2000
− Completed in 2010
 Major U.S. nodes and modules
 Cleaning air and recycling water
 Environmental effects on people                   
and materials
Marshall develops systems for living and working on the ISS. 10
ISS Test Facility 
at Marshall
Environmental
Control & Life 
Support  System 
(ECLSS)











Living and Working in Space
Supporting Scientific Research 
in Space
 Manage science operations around the clock
 Window Observational Research Facility 
 Microgravity Science Glovebox
 Materials Science Research Rack















Understanding Our World and Beyond
Marshall is expanding knowledge of our world and beyond. 
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Technology Events and Milestones 
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Future Planning
2019













































Benefitting Life on Earth – Technology Spinoffs
Science and exploration improves our lives and our planet.
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Marshall touch our 




Incredible is waiting to be known.
— Carl Sagan
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www.nasa.gov/marshall 
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